
Card and Icon Descriptions

Portraits in Time: Relevant figures in American and World history

We the People:  Documents that contribute to American history

Spoken Identity:  Statements made by politically relevant people

Stubborn Facts:  Interesting historical facts and their context

In God We Trust:   America’s religious heritage, principles of faith  

and the scriptures

Social Justice:  Nutty examples of intrusive government

Porkulus Spending Bill: Player has a chance to win the Pork Barrel

Disappoint Big Brother:  Ways “We the People” can restore America
Two players battle for stars 

on a History Trivia question
All players battle for stars 

on a History Trivia question

All players donate one 

star to the Pork BarrelAll players confess their 

latest “liberty” deed

GAME CZAR:  To start, all players roll the dice.  
Lowest roll wins the distinction of being the Game 
Czar.  The Czar will promptly choose an “identity” 
for each player by assigning them a FED ID Card.  
For optimum play, there should be both “red” and 
“blue” players.  Any disputes not outlined in the 
rules are to be decided by the Game Czar.  The 
Game Czar pays penalties (the same as other 
players) unless otherwise noted.

FED ID CARDS:  This is a player’s assigned identity or job title.  Players will 
find their “Starting Cash” and their mortgaged “Home Value” pots of money.  They 
will also find the type of car they drive and the people in their family (tall icon is a 
spouse, short icons are children).   The color of the FED ID card will determine if 
players are “red” players or “blue” players.   All these factors are integrated into 
game play.  (Note:  The reverse side of the FED ID card is a quick reference guide 
to the descriptions of each category and the icons used in the game.)
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Social JuStice

FIGHT TYRANNY

Lose HALF your cash each

 time you pass this space.
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SEMI-CAPITALIST STREET (square/outside 
track):  Start on the yellow “Start Here” space, players 
roll the dice and move in the direction of the arrow around 
the square track until they run out of their “Starting Cash.”  
A player must then mortgage his/her home.  Using the 
“Home Value” pot of money (found on the FED ID Card), 
the player moves to the yellow “Start Here” space on the 
inside track.

PATH OF SOCIAL JUSTICE (circle/inside 
track):  Roll the dice; move in the direction of the arrow 
around the circle track.  Any financial loss from the outside 
track transfers to the inside track.  (Example: If a player 
has $2,000 on the outside track and loses $5,000 dur-
ing game play, he/she subtracts $3,000 from the “Home 
Value” pot of money and moves to the inside track.)  
Transfers to the inside track are permanent.  Players can 
NOT move back to the
outside track. 
On BOTH tracks, 
players lose 1/2 their 
cash each time they 
pass the “Start Here” 
space.

TO PLAY:  Begin by placing the “Social Justice” and “Disappoint Big Brother” 
cards on their corresponding spaces on the game board.  After the Game Czar as-
signs identities, each player will choose a pawn and place it on the yellow START 
HERE corner of the Semi-Capitalist Street (square track).  Each player receives a 
score sheet.  Put the “Starting Cash” amount from the FED ID card in the left column 
of the ledger.  The ledger will act as a bank account to help players keep track of 
their money losses and gains.  Also, players will keep track of stars they earn by 
shading in the stars on the upper portion of their score sheet with a pencil.  Remem-
ber, the player with the most stars wins.  The Game Czar rolls the dice first and 
moves in the direction of the arrow on the square track.  The Game Czar is followed 
by the player to his/her right and so forth.  Follow the directions on the game spaces.  
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Name:  

Keep track of earned stars below.

Personal Bank Account       Put starting cash here then add and subtract accordingly. 

SCORE SHEET

Pork Barrel:  Keep track of porkulus stars here.

WE THE PEOPLE FIGHT TYRANNY GAME RULES
Objective:  Be the player with the most stars when the first player goes completely broke on the inside track.

• Starting Cash:  $65K
• Home Value:  $55K
Vehicle:  Hybrid

COMMUNITY
ORGANIZER

ID#: ORG4PWR

FED ID CARD
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History Trivia Category Descriptions
Portraits in Time: Relevant figures in American and world history
We the People: Documents that contribute to American history
Spoken Identity: Statements made by politically relevant people
Stubborn Facts: Interesting historical facts and their context
In God We Trust: America’s religious heritage, principles of faith  
 and the scriptures

HISTORY TRIVIA CARDS:  Draw a History Trivia card from any category (unless specified) on EVERY turn and answer 
the question EXCEPT when a player lands on a “Social Justice” space or a “Disappoint Big Brother” space.  Answer correctly 
and earn the designated number of stars shown on the question side of the card.  Keep track of earned stars on the top section 
of the score sheet with a pencil.  Remember, the player with the most stars wins.  

The Civil War Shield Icon:  TWO players will battle for the ques-
tion’s stars.  The player who draws the card will choose two other 
players who will battle.  The “drawer” of the card reads the ques-
tion aloud, and the first of the two battling players to guess the 
answer wins.  Only ONE response is allowed from each player.  

BOTH the winner of the battle and the reader of the card obtain stars.  
(Example:  A card has 4 stars -- the “reader” and the winner receive 4 stars 
each.)  If neither player answers the question correctly, then no one receives 
stars.

The Revolutionary War Flag Icon:  ALL players will battle for the 
question’s stars.  The player who draws the card reads the ques-
tion aloud, and the first player (excluding the reader) to guess the 
answer wins.  Only ONE response is allowed from each player.  

BOTH the winner of the battle and the reader of the card obtain stars.  (Example: 
A card has 4 stars -- the reader and the winner receive 4 stars each.)  If no one 
answers the question correctly, then no stars are received.

BLUE STARS and RED STARS:  All trivia cards have blue stars.  Some trivia 
cards have blue stars and red stars.  A player who draws a card with both blue 
and red stars can request help from anyone in the game in answering the ques-
tion.  If the player receives help from another player and the question is answered 
correctly, the “helper” earns the number of red stars and the player receives the 
blue stars.  If the player does not need help with the question, he/she acquires 
all the stars.  Some trivia cards contain a Civil War Shield icon or a Revolutionary 
War Flag icon on the bottom left corner of the question side of the card.  These 
icons mean that players will battle for the stars on that question. 

DECK ONE:  HISTORY TRIVIA CARDS

Feared by the Germans, Patton may have 

been “...the toughest American general 

who ever lived.”  His army “...caused more 

German casualties and liberated more 

square miles of Europe than any other Allied 

army in World War II...”  Ironically, Patton’s 

greatest military contribution may not have 

been on the battlefield, but when he was 

used as a decoy.  Knowing how much 

the Germans feared Patton, Eisenhower 

strategically positioned him far from where 

the D-Day invasion took place.

D.) George S. Patton (1885-1945)

ANSWER AND INFO
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Source:  Morris, Seymour, Jr. American History Revised. 2010. 166. Print.  

PORTRAITS IN TIME

Which American World War II general was used as a 
decoy in the D-Day invasion on June 6, 1944, catching 
the Germans by surprise?    

A. Field Marshall Montgomery
B. Ambrose Everett Burnside
C. Douglas MacArthur
D. George S. Patton

STUBBORN FACTSWhen Benjamin Franklin was sent to France to garner 

support against the British, he and King Louis XVI 

engaged in which unusual contest?A.   An early version of water polo B.  A wild boar shooting contestC.   A geography game that included throwing darts

D.  A chess game played with no kings

IN GOD WE TRUST

The following scripture “Proclaim liberty throughout all the 

land unto all the inhabitants thereof...” is from Leviticus 

25:10 and is found on what famous piece of American 

history?

A.  Enola Gay, a Boeing B-29 Superfortress bomber

B.  The Liberty Bell

C.  The Statue of Liberty

D.  On the cover of George Washington’s Masonic Bible

WE THE PEOPLE
Which document written by John Hancock in 1775 

asserted the following?
“Our cause is just.  Our union is perfect. Our internal 

resources are great, and if necessary, foreign assistance 

is undoubtedly attainable.”1

A.  The Declaration of Independence

B.  The Causes and Necessity of Taking Up Arms 

C.  Common Sense
D.  Constitution of New Jersey

DECK ONE:  HISTORY TRIVIA CARDS
500 cards         100 questions in each category
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SOCIAL JUSTICE CARDS:  When a player lands on a 
“Social Justice” game board space, the player draws a “Social 
Justice” card.  The dollar penalties are paid by the players to 
whom the card applies.  
Porkulus Tax:  EVERY time a player lands on a “Social Justice” 
space, he/she is “taxed” one star.  The player transfers/erases 
one of his/her earned stars from the upper portion of the score 
sheet and donates it to the “Pork Barrel” by shading in a “porku-
lus” star at the bottom of his/her score sheet.  (Players who 
don’t have stars are exempt from the tax.)  No History Trivia 
card is drawn during this turn.  

Porkulus Pig Icon:  Some “Social Justice” cards contain a 
porkulus pig on them.  When this card is drawn, ALL players are 
“taxed” one star.  All players transfer/erase one star from the up-
per portions of their score sheets and donate it to the “Pork Bar-
rel.”  All players begin the game with two porkulus stars shaded 
on the bottom of their score sheets.  

Porkulus Spending Bill Card:  A player who draws the “Porkulus Spending Bill” 
card from the “Social Justice” deck has the opportunity to win the “Pork Barrel” 
(everyone’s shaded porkulus stars) by answering a History Trivia question cor-
rectly.  The trivia card category is chosen by the Game Czar (or by the player to 
the left of Game Czar if the Game Czar drew the “Porkulus Spending Bill” card 
from the “Social Justice” deck).  Answer correctly and win everyone’s porkulus 
stars; answer incorrectly and your “Porkulus Spending Bill” is denied.  You get 
nothing.  At the end of the game, remaining porkulus stars are counted toward

DISAPPOINT BIG BROTHER CARDS:  
When a player lands on a “Disappoint Big Brother” 
game board space, the player draws a “Disappoint 
Big Brother” card and earns the number of stars ac-
cordingly.  No History Trivia card is drawn during 
this turn.  

Liberty Bell Icon:  Some cards have a Liberty Bell icon. This symbol 
requires ALL players to confess when they last participated in the “lib-
erty” deed listed on the card.  The player who was most RECENTLY 
engaged in that particular deed earns the designated stars as well as 
the player who drew the card.  If the person who drew the card IS the 
most recent participant, then he/she earns DOUBLE the stars.

DECK TWO:  SOCIAL JUSTICE CARDS
Card Description:  Nutty examples of intrusive government         100+ cards

DECK THREE:  DISAPPOINT BIG BROTHER
Card Description:  Ways “We the People” can restore America          50 cards

Working for you -by mopping up your future.

Social JuStice
SOCIAL JUSTICE

Government bails out the 
struggling video cassette rental 
industry.  Only 2 billion dollars 
are needed “...to invest in this 
bedrock of American ingenuity 
and save tens of dozens of 
American jobs.” 

Your entertainment costs 
increase to compete with 
government idiocy.  Pay $100 
for every VHS tape you own in 
real life (guesstimate).  

BLOCKBLUNDERS

SOCIAL JUSTICE

Things change radically for Farmer Brown after the 

Service Employees International Union (SEIU)

messes with his chickens.

Egg prices 

necessarily 

sky-rocket.

  
Pay $2,000.

 

PORKULUS SPENDING BILL

Congratulations!  The porkulus spending bill containing 

your special interest group’s earmark has come before 

Congress for approval.  See rules for details.

the players’ total stars.   NOTE:  When playing to win the “Pork Barrel,” any 
battle symbols or red stars on the History Trivia card are to be ignored.

Disappoint

Big Brother

Disappoint Big BrotherIf you have taken a meal to a family in need during the past three months or donated to a local food bank, earn three stars.

If you have an emergency 72-hour kit 

for each member of your family, earn 

four stars.

Disappoint Big Brother

Resource:  <http://72hours.org/build_kit.html> Apr. 2012.
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LIBERTY MATTERS SPACES:  These spaces have double/triple star values and desig-
nated categories.  Players can earn double/triple the stars listed on the History Trivia card they 
draw.  The question must come from the stated category. (On the inside track, the Game Czar 
chooses the category.  If it’s the Game Czar’s turn, the player to his/her left will choose the cat-
egory.)  If there are “red” helper stars on the trivia question, the helper gets double/triple the 
red stars.  If the card has a battle symbol, then both the winner and the reader get double/

triple the listed stars. SittingBull

LIBERTYMATTERS
I N  A M E R I C A

Triple Stars • Portraits In Time

“Wild stars” means a player can gamble zero or all of his/
her earned stars (NOT the porkulus stars).  The player must 
decide how many stars to gamble BEFORE the question is 
drawn.  If a player gambles all of his/her stars, the player could 
double his/her stars in a single turn, or lose everything if the 
player answers incorrectly.  On the inside track, the category is 
chosen by the Game Czar (unless the Game Czar is gambling, 
then the category is chosen by the player to the left).  When 
gambling, battle symbols or red stars listed on the trivia card 
are to be ignored.

FIGHT TYRANNY SPACES:  These spaces allow a player to draw a card from any of the 
three decks (History Trivia, Social Justice, or Disappoint Big Brother).

SPECIAL INTEREST PIGS OUT SPACE:  On the inside 
track of the game board, there is a “Special interest group pigs out at your expense” space.  The 
unlucky player who lands here pays a porkulus tax equal to the highest number on the dice he/
she just rolled.  (Example: The player rolled 5 and 2, he/she is “taxed” 5 stars.) Players with no 
stars are exempt.  When stars earned from History Trivia and “Disappoint Big Brother” cards (stars 
shaded on the upper portion of the score sheet) are insufficient, the player pays all he/she can 
and then becomes exempt.  A player cannot go into negative stars.  No trivia card is drawn dur-
ing this turn.

Samuel
Adams

LIBERTYMATTERS
I N  A M E R I C A

Wild Stars • Czar’s Choice

FI
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FREE SPACE
Take one card from any 

deck you wish.

 You are taxed the same # of
 stars as the highest number 

on the dice you rolled.

Special interest group 
pigs out at your expense.

DECK ONE:  HISTORY TRIVIA CARDSADDITIONAL GAME BOARD SPACES
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INVESTMENT SPACES:   There are THREE investment spaces; they are mandatory investments.  The first player who 
lands on an investment space must pay the “cost” of the investment and will earn the “income” amount from every player who 
lands on that space throughout the game.  The player receives the corresponding investment card.  The “Gold Coin” investment 
is bought by the first FOUR players who land on that space.  No income is generated from the investment; instead, those play-
ers avoid specified penalties.

HOW TO WIN:   When a player goes completely broke on the inside track, then all players count both their EARNED stars 
and their remaining PORKULUS stars (stars they have donated to the Pork Barrel, but have NOT been won by another player).  
The player with the most stars wins.  If there is a tie between two players, the Game Czar alternates between the two players 
asking questions from any category until one of the players answers incorrectly.  If the Game Czar is part of the “tie,” then the 
player to his/her left or another player chooses the questions.

HOW TO WIN

Bee Prepared
Bulk Food, Bullets & Bibles Emporium

COST: $15,000
INCOME: $3,000

Investment

Global Equality Inc.

Bringing your American dreams to 
life in foreign lands by exporting 

prosperity for the good of the globe.

COST: $20,000
INCOME: $5,000
Consulting 
Services

Investment

INVEST IN GOLD COINS
Cost: $10,000 

HYPERINFLATION 
SPACES AND 

CARDS CAN BE 
IGNORED BY THE 
HOLDER OF THIS 

INVESTMENT.

Investment
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